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“Money never sleeps, pal.”

—  Gordon Gekko in ‘The Wall Street’ 03
PICS: ISTOCK

STORY: Bud, a jun-
ior stockbroker,
wants to work
with Gordon
Gekko, his idol,
and impress him
by spying on
renowned compa-
nies. But when
Bud learns about
Gordon’s evil
antics, he tries to
destroy him.
MESSAGE: The
famous dialogue
by Gekko, “Greed
is good” is a per-

fect representation Capitalism gone wrong when
left unchecked. The central message throughout
the film is what Bud keeps asking Gekko: “How
much is enough?" But Gekko isn’t sure. He spends
all day trying to make as much money as he possi-
bly can, and he cheerfully bends and breaks the
law to make even more millions, but somehow the
concept of ‘enough’ eludes him. Money is just the
way to keep score.

WALL STREET (1987)
STORY: A college drop-out gets a job as a broker
for a investment firm, which puts him on the fast
track to success. However, success clouds his
judgement, drawing him into a world of corruption
and greed.
MESSAGE: A quintessential  20th century greed
and redemption story. The attention to detail

allows ‘Boiler
Room’ to
achieve the
same sort of
insight into
stock brokering
that the film
'Glengarry
Glenn Ross'
(also in the list)
offered into
sales. In fact,
this aspect of
the film is what
makes ‘Boiler
Room’ a com-
pelling movie-
watching expe-
rience. 

STORY: When an
office full of New
York City real
estate salesmen is
given the news that
all but the top two
will be fired at the
end of the week,
the atmosphere
begins to heat up.
Shelley Levene
(Jack Lemmon),
who has a sick
daughter, does

everything in his power to get better leads from his
boss, John Williamson (Kevin Spacey), but to no
avail. When his coworker Dave Moss (Ed Harris)
comes up with a plan to steal the leads, things get
complicated for the tough-talking salesmen.
MESSAGE: The movie is a scathing attack on the
soul-crushing American business practices. The
sales office serves as a microcosm of capitalist
culture: as the top man gets a Cadillac and the
bottom man gets fired, every man must not only
work for his own success but also hope for or
actively engineer his coworkers’ failure.

STORY: A finance company’s management division
head working on a major project is fired. His pro-
tege attempts to complete the analysis and finds
out the true reason behind their financial downfall.
MESSAGE: The film captures a day in the life of a
Lehman Brothers-like bank as it scrambles to
avoid falling into the first cracks of the financial
crisis. Remember the 2008 collapse of major

American finan-
cial institutions
that sent shock
waves through-
out the world?
Or, the recession
that the world
still hasn’t come
out yet? This
film deals with
the societal
costs of high
finance, the
power of self-
rationalisation,
and the easy
embrace of per-
sonal corruption.

STORY: Tired
of Chris’s
professional
failures, his
wife decides
to separate,
leaving him
financially
broke with an
unpaid
internship in
a brokerage
firm and his
son’s custody
to deal with.
MESSAGE:
An inspira-
tional movie
with quite a
few mes-

sages. Here are some of them. Don’t listen to any-
one but yourself. Perseverance is the key to suc-
cess. Setbacks are a part of life, don’t let it demo-
tivate you. It doesn't last forever.

STORY: In
the mid-
2000s, a few
finance
experts
observe the
instability in
the US hous-
ing market
and predict
its collapse.
Through
their
research,
they discov-
er the flaws
and corrup-
tion in the
system.
MESSAGE:
The movie,
directed by Adam McKay, focuses on the lives of
several American financial professionals who pre-
dicted and profited from the build-up and subse-
quent collapse of the housing bubble in 2007 and
2008. In the end, it concludes, Wall Street greed
sank the global economy for years.

STORY: Billy Beane, a baseball general manager,
and Peter Brand, an economics graduate, chal-
lenge convention as they try to form a competitive
sports team using computer-based methods.
MESSAGE: The film teaches us about the value of
numbers and
data. We can
all learn a lot
through the
data, the use
of statistics
and doing
things differ-
ently. The pro-
tagonist, Billy
Beane was
able to exploit
inefficiencies
in the market
for baseball
talent and
build a low-
budget team
that triumphed
over their big-
market com-
petitors.

STORY:
Peter, a soft-
ware engi-
neer, is tired
of his boring
job and
makes a
vengeful
plan with
two of his
friends to
plant a virus
in his com-
pany’s sys-
tem.
MESSAGE:
Life is too
short to
work at a job
you hate.
Your office
environment
can be changed and you can be happy about the
money you are earning. All you need is a great
idea and courage. Also, don’t avoid office conflicts.
Fcae them and be solution-oriented.

STORY: In rural Guatemala, four friends battle ill-
ness, parasites and hunger as they experiment
with living on just $1 a day for eight weeks.
MESSAGE: This film stands out for positive mes-
sages and positive role models. It gives a face to
poverty and
shows that
impoverished
people have
the same
dreams and
goals as us:
to have
enough food,
educate their
children,
work hard,
and improve
their lives.
Empathy,
integrity, and
perseverance
are major
themes.

STORY: This biog-
raphical drama by
David Fincher
depicts Mark
Zuckerberg as he
creates a social
networking site,
Facebook, with his
friend Eduardo’s
help. Though it
turns out to be a
successful venture,
he severs ties with
several people
along the way.
MESSAGE: Money
changes every-
thing. Friendships, relationships. This film shows
how Zuckerberg forgets his friends and their con-
tribution to the idea of what we today know as
Facebook, or Meta. Zukerberg lost much of his
resources because of waging legal battles against
the Winklevoss twin brothers who accused him of
stealing their idea. The film also teaches the
importance of taking time out to learn about the
legal aspects of running your business.

MONEY, MONEY, MONEY, SHOULD BE FUNNY…
It’s good to be financially wise but here are 10 movies that teach you about the value of money and also depicts its destructive power, mostly, due to greed 

BOILER ROOM (2000) GLENGARRY GLEN ROSS (1992) MARGIN CALL (2011) THE PURSUIT OF HAPPYNESS
(2006)

THE BIG SHORT (2015) MONEYBALL (2011) OFFICE SPACE (1999) LIVING ON ONE DOLLAR (2013) THE SOCIAL NETWORK (2010)

“The key to financial freedom and
great wealth is a person’s ability or
skill to convert earned income into
passive income and/or portfolio
income.”
Rich Dad, Poor Dad 
by Robert Kiyosaki

“Conditions have changed, but we are
still operating financially by the rules
established during the Industrial
Revolution – rules based on creating
more material possessions. But our
high standard of living has not led to
a high quality of life, for us or for the
planet.”
Your Money or Your Life 
by Vicki Robin

“No man can rise to his greatest
possible height in talent
of soul development
unless he has

plenty of money.”
The Science of
Getting Rich by
Wallace Wattle

“People whom we define as being
wealthy get much more pleasure from
owning substantial amounts of appre-
ciable assets than from displaying a
high-consumption lifestyle.”
The Millionaire Next Door 
by Thomas J. Stanley and William
D. Danko

“The secret to wealth is simple: Find a
way to do more for others than anyone
else does. Become more valuable. Do
more. Give more. Be more. Serve more.”
Money Master the Game: 7
Simple Steps to Financial

Freedom by Tony Robbins

“Treat your savings account like just
another bill. It has to be paid every
month or there are consequences. If
you have direct deposit, have a por-
tion of your paycheck automatically
diverted into a savings account. Once
it’s in there, forget about it. You
never saw it anyway. It’s an emer-
gency fund only (and
vacations are not
emergencies).”

Girlboss
by Sophia Amoruso

“The best trust you
can ever give to your
children is financial 
literacy.”
Mac Duke The
Strategist

“The vast majority of people
simply do not have the internal
capacity to create and hold on
to large amounts of
money and the
increased challenges that go with
more money and success.”
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind
by T Harv Eker

“If you truly desire money so keenly
that your desire is an obsession, you
will have no difficulty in convincing
yourself that you will acquire it. The
object is to want money, and to be so
determined to have it that you con-
vince yourself that you will have it.”
Think and Grow Rich by
Napoleon Hill

“Budget thy expenses that thou
mayest have coins to pay for thy

necessities,
to pay for
thy enjoy-
ments and
to gratify

thy worthwhile
desires without

spending more than nine-tenths
of thy earnings.”

The Richest
Man In
Babylon by

George S Clason

PIGGY BANK TO
PORTFOLIO 
by Binal Gandhi and
Soneera Sanghvi
What’s not to love about this
adorable introduction to
money matters in this book
which begins each chapter
with a quote from a child that is surprisingly
relatable to adults. Earnest in their approach to
combat financial miseducation, and helping
youngsters, authors Binal Gandhi and Soneera
Sanghvi offer an interesting volume that tackles
step-by-step financial planning; and tells us why
parents should discuss money matters with
children early on. 

MY FIRST BOOK OF
MONEY 
by Ravi Subramanian and
Shoma Narayanan 
Marvellously simple, this
book features two adorable
protagonists, Aman and
Anya, who are as clueless

about cash as most children. Thanks to their
clever dadi, the two learn what finances are
really all about.

MONEY MATTERS FOR KIDS 
by Larry Burkett 
Financial author and teacher Larry
Burkett provides fun and creative tools
that children will relate to easily. Apply
money-management principles via
jokes, puzzles, and other fun activities

and exercises that are easy to
teach for parents. 

FINANCE 101 FOR KIDS:
MONEY LESSONS CHILDREN
CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS 
by Walter Andal
Author Walter Andal was inspired to

write this book to help children get on the right
track to making smart personal financial decisions
after becoming frustrated from being unable to
find good learning resources for his own children. 

THE PSYCHOLOGY
OF MONEY 
by Morgan Housel
This bestseller has been
topping the lists of all
finance-related books in
the last month. The reason
for its success is because it
is broken up nicely into
tangible lessons you can

apply to your own finances, improve your money
mindset and invest more. This one is for older
readers though. 

THE SIMPLE PATH
TO WEALTH: Your
Road Map to
Financial
Independence and a
Rich, Free Life
by JL Collins

One of the highest-
rated personal finance books with over
3,800 Amazon reviews and an average
rating of 4.8 stars, this book is a series of
principles in the form of letters from a
father to his daughter. Plenty of
actionable advice! 

RETIRE BEFORE 
MOM AND DAD 

by Rob Berger
For anyone considering early
retirement through the FIRE
(Financially Independent,
Retire Early movement), this
book is a quintessential primer
on the principles of getting
started on this path. 

Show
me theTop 10 lessons to

inspire you to get
FINANCIALLY WISE

INSPIRATION 

MONEY!
Whether you are a parent interested in equipping your children
with financial lessons; or a curious youngster whose questions

about money are somehow not getting properly answered… The
following books can help you figure out the best solution
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Virat Kohli has been one of the most successful captains India has seen. When he took over the captaincy reins from MS Dhoni in 2014, the team was ranked seventh. 
As he now steps down, Kohli will walk with his head held high as India retains the top spot in ICC Test rankings as of 2021. With a multitude of records as India captain, 

we look at some of the interesting figures from the outgoing skipper’s seven-year stint
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11 WINS IN 11 TESTS

Virat Kohli has led India in 68 Tests, winning 40 games
and losing 17. He has the most wins and best win per-
centage amongst Test captains.

India have won 18 of 24 Test series and suffered five de-
feats. Interestingly, Team India has never lost a Test se-
ries on home soil, recording 11 wins in 11 Tests.

It was during Kohli’s tenure that Team India achieved
the greatest Test success away from home, especially in
2019, as he led India to the first ever Test series win on
Australian soil, with a 2-1 victory. It also made him the
first Asian captain to win a Test series in Australia.

CALENDAR YEAR RECORDS

Virat Kohli is the only Indian Test captain to
have registered four overseas Test victories in
a calendar year. As a matter of fact, Kohli did it
twice, in 2018 and 2021.

Kohli has also secured the most away wins with
6 out of 36 matches as Indian Test captain, five
more than former skipper Sourav Ganguly.

Under his leadership, India remained the top-
ranked Test team in the world for five consecu-
tive years, from 2017 to 2021, second-best to Aus-
tralia’s record reign of eight years from 2002 to
2009.

829:
Dhoni is the only Indian wicketkeeper who has taken 829
wickets, which includes 634 catches.

195:
The former Indian wicketkeeper-batsman holds the record for
the greatest number of stumpings in international cricket.

204:
MSD holds the record of most number of sixes by a captain
in international cricket.

9:
Dhoni bowled nine times in international cricket, thereby topping
a strange list of wicketkeepers who bowled most times in 

international cricket.

RUN MACHINE

As Test captain, Kohli amassed 5,864 runs in
68 innings at an average of 54.80.

As a captain, he has smashed 20 Test centuries,
the second-most for any player. Only Graeme
Smith is ahead of him with 25 centuries. He has
also scored 18 fifties.

Kohli is the only player in history to score 
seven double centuries as a captain.

STATISTICSRANKING PRIDE

Under Kohli’s leadership, India has been
crowned the number one Test team in the ICC
Rankings. The team remained at the top for
42 months.

He is the only Indian batsman to have got 890
rating points in the ICC ODI ranking. Before
him, Sachin Tendulkar had the best rating of
887 in 1998.

BOXING DAY GLORY

The 33-year-old is the only
Asian Test skipper to win
two Boxing Day matches.

Kohli achieved his first Box-
ing Day Test match win

against Australia in 2018.

The second vic-
tory came in
the 2021 Centu-

rion Test against
South Africa.

AWARDS GALORE

Sir Garfield Sobers Trophy 
(ICC Cricketer of the Year): 2017

Sir Garfield Sobers Award for ICC Men’s
Cricketer of the Decade (2010-2020)

ICC ODI Player of the Year: 2012, 2017

ICC Test Team of the Year: 2017 (captain)

Padma Shri: 2017

ICC ODI Team of the Year: 2012, 2014,
2016 (captain), 2017 (captain)

Arjuna Award: 2013

Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna: 2018

HOW M S DHONI FARED

“Do you know what my favourite part of

the game is? The opportunity to play.”

Mike Singletary, American football player

Player:

Virat Kohli

Matches

68

Won

40

Lost

17

Draw

11

Win %

58.82
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